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h Have more energy. Use needles! No, it's not what you're thinking.

(From the Far East to the New South comes the ancient art of (yikes!)
acupuncture. DTH staff writer Hannah Drum ventures into the realm of
pulse points and energy pathways as practiced by modem acupuncturists
here in Chapel Hill.
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7 Joe Bob for President! Presidential candidate Briggs promises a balanced
budget, cable TV for the poor and Action Jackson as the next Secretary

of Defense. Joe Bob's campaign trail leads straight to the Drive-I-n where
he checks out (what else?) "Action Jackson," the movie voted most likely
to have at least four sequels.
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Friday, March 18
7:00 & 9:30(ftomUnionDesk)
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Y Soapy students. Just in case you avid "General College" fans missed
the action this week, here's the handy weekly update on the trials and

tribulations of those funky co-ed- s.

YAre we there yet? Remember trips with mom and dad, passing the
time with license plate games and "Found a Peanut"? Remember your

dad telling you to shut up and let him drive? This week's Graffiti explores
the gentle art of in-c- ar entertainment just in time for the long drive
to the beach.

f "Hardships and nothingness." Author Elizabeth Spencer tackles such
themes in her novels of Southern victory over destruction. After 30

years abroad, she still feels her Southern roots. Staff writer Karen Zimmer
talks to this creative writing teacher.
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mi Saturday, March 1 9
7:00 & 9:30

?Get out of town! But if you can't, there's still plenty to do around
No beaches or skiing or cruises or parties or fun, but who needs

it? You'd rather just take in a movie anyway. Right. Week's Fare is your
guide to Spring Break in our own Ft. LauderHill.
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On the cover: As part of an acupuncture treatment, Diana Hawes
places moxa on a patient and ignites it; the substance is removed
befores it burns the patient. Moxa has special properties that build
the blood and it's especially useful in treating anemia and in warming
the body. (Photo by Matthew Plyler.)
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